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DIALECTICS OF CONFRONTATION:

Who ripped off the Park
HE PIGS ARE RIPPING OFF the People's Park." With
this frantic message, thousands of Berkeley students,
street people, radicals, Free Church Christians, conservationists, student government leaders, and even
pom-pon girls and fraternity men were alerted to the fact that
the plot of ground they had come to accept as their own was
in danger. One of those sounding the alarm was "Big Bill"
Miller. He had been sleeping guard in the park along with
about a hundred others, when the combined forces of the
Berkeley police, the California Highway Patrol, and the
Alameda County Sheriff's Department invaded the area and
sealed off traffic for an eight-block square, while a fence was
quickly thrown up. Miller rushed down to the Red Square
dress shop (about 20 feet from the southwest tip of the park)
to warn Mike Delacour, the man who had come up with the

idea of a People's Park and supervised its early development.
Delacour tried calling Reverend York of the Free Church;
he was going to hold a sunrise service in the park at 5 a.m.
Others activated the "telephone tree," an early warning
system of chain phone calls set up in anticipation of a move by
the authorities. Within the hour, the streets in the area began
to come alive with people bitter and frustrated over this swift
display of establishment power.
Nine hours later, more than 100 demonstrators had been
injured, 13 of them requiring hospitalization due to shotgun
wounds. One was dying from 1/3-inch buckshot which had
ripped open his belly, and another was blind from being
blasted in the face with birdshot. Tear gas hung heavy over
much of the city, and people milled about in bewilderment
over the incredible and unprecedented overkill used to punish
those who had attempted to plant a park on one square block
of land owned by the University of CaHfornia.

HOUSANDS OF PEOPLE HAD PASSED by People's Park
that morning, apparently needing to bear personal
witness to the process of destruction. They had
watched as iron fence poles were set three feet deep in
concrete and bulldozers ripped up the shrubbery which they
had so carefully planted. They watched the heavy equipment
rolling over the newly-planted sod and the police cynically
cavorting on the slides and swings in the park, which was now
off-limits to ordinary citizens. But there were no incidents of
confrontation during the morning hours of the day which
became known as "Bloody Thursday."
The crowd at the traditional Berkeley campus noon rally
in Sproul plaza, the largest of the year, had gathered to do
something about the fence. At one point in the rally, student
body president-elect Dan Siegel, a second-year law student,
said, ". . . Let's go down there and take the park." Without
waiting for any qualifications he might make, the crowd, to
the amazement of the political activists still waiting to speak,
roared its approval and spontaneously began to move down
Telegraph Avenue toward the park three blocks away. It
could have been another line from another speaker that
launched them, or it could have been no line at all. It didn't
matter. They were getting ready to go anyway; they could not
just accept the fence.
At first everything seemed to be following a familiar Berkeley pattern—a chanting crowd moving down Telegraph, once
again breaking the front window of the Bank of America
building. They encountered the police lines that had been
thrown up across Haste and Dwight streets to block access to
the park, and in a matter of minutes tear gas canisters and
rocks had crossed paths and someone had opened a water
hydrant to spray cops standing across the street. Then the
police charged, clubs swinging, and a Berkeley police car

shot down the Avenue, zigzagging from one side of the street
to the other, shooting tear gas out the windows. RAMPARTS
reporter Art Goldberg recalls, "A number of us walked down
Ellsworth and turned up Durant to get back to the campus. A
girl ran towards us, yelling hysterically, 'They're shooting people. Three people have been shot.' We told her to cool it, that
tear gas canisters were the only things getting shot off."
Reports of other shootings began to circulate, and for thq
next few hours there was horrified disbelief. When hospital
reports began to confirm serious shotgun injuries to demonstrators and bystanders alike, the police released accounts implying
that the shootings had occurred in the heat of the battle and
as the result of frantic self-defense rather than a deliberate
police riot. But as a result of careful research by trained
investigators. RAMPARTS is now able to document (in the insert
beginning on page 54) the identity and movements of a "death
squad" of Alameda County Deputy Sheriffs, which, as it
moved in a circular path through the area of protest, used its
shotguns to cause almost all the serious injuries as well as
the one death. At no point that day or in the next week of
demonstrations was there a single reported instance of an
officer being fired upon, nor did a single officer sustain a
serious injury. In fact, only 18 policemen required any hospital
treatment—all for superficial cuts, mostly from flying glass—
and none had an injury serious enough to require hospitalization. Commenting on the scores of civilians who were brought
in for treatment, Dr. Henry Brean, Chief Radiologist at
Berkeley's Herrick Hospital, said: "The indiscriminate use of
shotguns is sheer insanity." He listed a partial toll of the casualties: One death, three punctured lungs, two eyes blinded and a
third damaged, a shatter-fracture of the lower leg and a
rupture complicated by a massive internal infection.
Alan Blanchard, father of a three-month-old child, was by all
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reliable accounts an observer on a roof when he was blinded
by birdshot; James Rector, who later died from being shot
with size "00" buckshot (used to kill deer, each charge containing 9 or 12 of the 1/3-inch pellets), was also looking on. The
surgeon who treated Rector at Herrick later gave this account
to the San Francisco Examiner: "This young boy had picked
up three slugs—the sort of thing you'd expect from a machine
gun. But it wasn't. It was buckshot from 30 feet. His belly
was just ripped apart." One victim arrived at the hospital with
125 pellets of birdshot in his body. Two newsmen, Don
Wegars of the San Francisco Chronicle and Daryl Lembke
of the Los Angeles Times, were also hit by shotgun blasts.
Berkeley's nightmare wasn't big national news at first. As
one New York editor said, no one outside the Bay Area could
believe that a civil war had broken out over grass being
planted in a homemade park. Only when Governor Reagan
stationed 2000 National Guardsmen in the area the next day
was the national press alerted to some of the bizarre developments that would follow—the tear gas air strike against
demonstrators on the campus by a National Guard helicopter,
or the fact that over 1000 people were to be arrested in
Berkeley that week, including 200 booked on felony charges.
The blowup at Berkeley ultimately got coverage, but there
has still been Uttle recognition that what happened is more than
a particularly bad riot in a college town. Few have seen the
battle over People's Park for what it really is: a preview of the
confrontations of the '70s.
The crisis in Berkeley was not simply the result of right-wing
excess or backlash; rather, it represented a fundamental
conflict between a generation which was the product of ten
years of Berkeley revolts and was now coming into its own,
and the "enUghtened" authorities of the University of California, who had spent the past 20 years attempting to prevent
such a generation from developing, and had ended up provoking it instead.
The park confrontation was a battle in a war between the
mainstream of society, as represented by the University of
California's administration, and the counter-community of
revolt which thrives in the South Campus-Telegraph Avenue
area, with the People's Park site at its heart. The Berkeley
crisis was never over whether the University would be able
to stop one "people's park," but rather over whether it would
succeed in what had been a long-term strategy of eliminating
the culture of protest by denying it its turf.
[II.]
HE u.c. REGENTS DECIDED to take over the heart of
Berkeley's South Campus area as early as 1952, when
they originally produced the current Long Range
Development Plan for the University. Their thinking
at the time appeared more bureaucratic than political. It was
simply easier and cheaper to move into the South Campus area,
"blighted" as it was by a j;,"nble of bookstores, coffee shops and
older houses used by st u^its and others who were not at that
time Hkely to mobilize sf'^aiificant opposition.
But the bureaucratic motive was based on assumptions
about the purpose of the University and the role of its students.
South Campus expansion was based on the presumed need to
sanitize and control the University environment. The University community which the Development Plan envisioned was
one of a total environment in which every need—classrooms.
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housing, office space, recreation and parking—was programmed for ten years into the future. Students would literally
be forced to dwell within an ivory tower of concrete and glass
dormitories which—along with other official buildings,
churches and a few spanking new store fronts properly up to
code—would be the only structures permitted in the central
South Campus area. All others would be pushed out by the
University Regents exercising their power of eminent domain.
This would, as the Development Plan (1956 revision) noted,
provide "a well-rounded life for students. . . ." If the Multiversity was to be a knowledge factory. South Campus Berkeley
would be a company town.
At the time of its conception, it looked as if there could be
no possible opposition to the Development Plan. Those were
the "silent '50s" and "Cal" was as caught up in McCarthyite
hysteria as the rest of the country. But disaffection simmered,
and it began to move into the open in 1957, when Telegraph
Avenue came to rival San Francisco's North Beach as the vital
center of the Beat Generation, with Allen Ginsberg and
Gregory Corso denouncing the sterile social order and calling
for liberation from their forum at Robbie's Chinese-American
restaurant on Telegraph. Slowly this mood began to slip into
the campus itself, and in 1958 a group of about 100 students
organized a political party which would be a bete noire for
Cahfornia citizens over the next few years. This party, called
SLATE, organized a left-liberal coalition and uncovered a
broad base of student concerns. Before being banned from
campus, it managed to win two student senate seats and
eventually the student body presidency on a campus thought
safely de-politicized.
HERE is, AS ON MOST QUESTIONS of theory, little agreement among New Leftists as to where and when the
Movement began; but certainly one can make a strong
case for the Berkeley of ten years ago. In 1959, there
were large protests against the execution of Caryl Chessman.
In 1960, several thousand students, mostly from Berkeley,
stormed a hearing of the House Un-American Activities
Committee being held in the San Francisco City Hall. Soon
there were massive protests over U.S. policy toward Cuba,
sit-ins at San Francisco hotels to protest discriminatory hiring
practices and demonstrations at the 1964 Republican Convention at San Francisco's Cow Palace. Local reactionaries
like Oakland Tribune publisher William Knowland had already learned to hate and mistrust students, and in the fall of
1964, when the administration tried to accommodate them by
putting the lid on, the FSM erupted, setting a model for the
next few years of campus protest.
The non-student community—including both culti'cal and
political dropouts—grew rapidly. Each success^'ive student
generation seemed more hell-bent than the lais't on breaking
new ideological or tactical ground. After -'irie FSM it was the
Vietnam Day Committee (VDC), wh*rich departed from the
liberals of the Peace Movement b>> insisting that imperialism,
not foreign policy blunders, wasf the cause of the war. ^ut.th^
VDC was forced to fight thejiSniversity issiir£C5''v*"efl: criticized
for using the campus as a ^^staeiif^^round" for its actions, the
VDC replied that the University was itself a staging ground
for weapons research and defense contracts; that it had in fact
perfected a technique for giving priority to non-students like
Dow Chemical and the Defense Department.
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It was a wild ten years for Berkeley; attention wa-s focused
on the campus and the town became a laboratory for radical
tactics. For the authorities of California—be they sophisticated
college administrators like Clark Kerr, baffled liberals like
Pat Brown, or fast-rising reactionaries like Reagan—Berkeley,
or at least the part of it south of the University, came to be
seen as a watering hole gone bad. The young herd was not
fattening properly. Perfectly decent young men and women
attending what was supposedly the star attraction of the whole
state university network were turning out to be politically and
socially deformed, causing trouble for parents and politicians
alike. And it all seemed to have something to do with a place
called Telegraph Avenue where "they" practiced fornication,
smoked marijuana, wrote leaflets, mobilized protests and read
sinister revolutionary tracts. Locally, the theme was hammered
home by the Berkeley Gazette, the city's conservative daily
paper, which warned its readers that Telegraph Avenue was
becoming a cesspool of sex, drugs, crime and revolution.
Meanwhile, the South Campus portion of the Long Range
Development Plan had bogged down from lack of funds. A
new impetus was needed, and in the early '60s, the City of
Berkeley began an attack on Berkeley's left-bank community
under the guise of "urban renewal." The first step was to carry
out a study which concluded that the neighborhood was
"blighted," and that: "The area is environmentally deficient. . .
because of an obsolete and inefficient subdivision pattern." All
college towns have their cheaper, ofF-campus student housing
areas, and Berkeley's is far better than most; but the city chose
the South Campus as its first renewal project simply because
the University made it extremely convenient to do so. University expenditures in a renewal can be credited to the city in lieu
of its share, so the program would be free.
When the public hearings required by federal law were held
in the spring of 1966, opposition to renewal was so widespread
that the Berkeley Gazette had to report ruefully: "The
majority of the people in the area, merchants, landlords, residents, and student-tenants, do not now, and have not in the
past, liked the plan." The city was depriving itself of an important tax base in aiding University expansion. But a more
frequent criticism was that of sociologists Carl Werthman and
Jerry Mandel who argued before the City Council, "It's really
an attack on the people who live on that street. You should
leave Telegraph Avenue absolutely alone."
Those who supported renewal did so because, as the editor
of the Berkeley Gazette put it: "They are aghast at the intrusions of the nationwide Beatnik element into their part of
town, and the resulting image of Telegraph Avenue as 'America's Left Bank.' In a word, most of them would agree with the
adjecfjve 'blighted" to describe the South Campus region."
Some o/.the main arguments for South Campus renewal
were sapplied'. by the Berkeley Police Department. In January
of 1966, just be'ifere the renewal hearings were held, the
Department initiated iiatensive patrols of Telegraph Avenue,
harassing its inhabitants .^nd building a record of arrests to
^^eat^ a statistical crime wavfc^ in the area. One could witness
a dozen p'eople a. a time b e i i ^ ticketed for jaywalking, a
favorite charge; otherwise Vii^.-rv^s seemed to be devoting
most of their time to finding drug ofl"enders. At the height of
the renewal controversy Police Chief William Beall issued a sensational report on crime in the area based on the work of the
intensive patrol units. Later he wrote in a letter to Captain
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Houchins of the Alameda County Sheriff's Department that
the "patrol is proving its value. The crowds along Telegraph
Avenue have lessened in numbers and the composition of the
groups tends to be more of the clean-cut college age youngsters." And in a speech on the urban renewal plan, he stated:
"We are more than ever convinced that the neighborhood
must be completely renewed if it is ever to become a crime-free
area in which Berkeley can again take real pride."
If the project had been pushed through quickly, it would
have overwhelmed the opposition. But there were snags: the
normal federal red tape; the University's lack of funds;
and a freeze on the federal funds while the courts tested the
constitutionality of California's Proposition 14, the antiFair Housing amendment. These delays allowed the opposition to dig in, inform itself and fight back before it was all a
jait accompli. With an unusual alliance—Telegraph Avenue
merchants, afraid their rents would soar; students who enjoyed the lovely, congested streets, the old brown-shingle
houses and the other "blights"; older people living in lifetime
homes; and all those other people who simply hated the
plasticity of the modern multiple-unit cracker boxes—the
South Campus urban renewal plan was defeated.
NDETERRED BY THE FLOUNDERING of the Long Range
Development Plan and the death of the citysponsored urban renewal. Chancellor Roger Heyns
and his assistant. Vice Chancellor Earl "Bud"
Cheit, moved to proceed anyway with the core of the scheme.
The immediate proposal gave priority to acquisition of lot
1875-2, the present site of People's Park. The reason: a "desperate need" for an intramural sports area—in fact, a soccer
field.
This was quite a comedown. The Development Plan had
called for dormitories on the lot. But by 1966, a decade after
the plan was announced, that would hardly have gone over.
The Regents had made it very clear that there would be no
funds for additional dormitories for at least ten years, because
vacancy rates were already so high that rental income from
existing dorms barely covered costs. Chancellor Heyns' proposal for a soccer field was accepted by the University's
Building and Development Committee on June 1, 1967.
Stephen P. Diliberto, a professor of mathematics and chairman
of the committee, was asked by a RAMPARTS reporter if the
proposal was part of an effort to eliminate the South Campus
subculture. He replied, "I presume it's true. You are killing
two birds with one stone. But we are aiming at only one of
them; the other is free. We are seeking more facilities and if
you engage in urban renewal, that's an added benefit."
Later that month the proposal was presented to the Regents.
Regent Fred Dutton, known nationally as the manager of
Bobby Kennedy's presidential campaign as well as Assistant
Secretary of State in John Kennedy's Administration, was
present at that meeting. He is a man given by training to
cautious statements, but he was qui', ^ m p h a t i c in recalling to
a RAMPARTS reporter that Heyns ai"kl Cheit had based their
case for acquiring the South Campus property on the grounds
that it was ". . . an act against the hippie culture."
Dutton also stated that Heyns had brought the Berkeley
city manager and police chief to testify "about the rising
crime rate in the area and generally describing South Campus
as the center of off-campus corruption," adding: "It was
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extraordinary for them to have brought along the police chief
and city manager to the meeting of the Regents. There
seemed to be a great rush to get the Regents to approve the
acquisition, which again was contrary to the normal procedure
in which the Regents would move very slowly on this sort of
question and spend many months considering all the implications." Button's account of the Regents' meeting accords with
one offered by Professor Sim Van der Ryn, chairman of the
Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Housing and Environment. When interviewed by RAMPARTS, Van der Ryn stated:
"I have it on pretty good authority that this was the pitch . . .
Cheit's position before the Regents was: 'Let's clean up that
area and get rid of the people living there who are a threat to
the stability of the University.' "
As for the "desperate need" for another playing field, Professor Van der Ryn points out that the University wasn't even
fully utilizing the space it already had: "Their existing fields
have low utilization because they can't be used at night; there
are no lights and some of them are flooded. . . . The recreation
argument is a patently invented set of needs."
The speed with which the Regents acted on lot 1875-2
indicates their acceptance of the sense of crisis manufactured
by Heyns and Cheit. The resolution they passed makes this
quite clear: "The Regents have approved the use of SI.3
million in U.C. funds to purchase three acres south of the
Berkeley campus. The area has been the scene of hippie
concentration and rising crime." U.C. bought up the land, lot
by lot, by exercising eminent domain, although it did not have
the money even to build the playing field on it. The Chancellor,
still without funds for development, nonetheless ordered the
houses demolished in June, 1968. For the next year, until the
park was begun, the land remained vacant, an eyesore with
remnants of concrete foundations, huge mud holes, garbage
and broken glass. But the "blight" had been removed.
In the year before the May confrontation, there were four
separate proposals for a community park on the land. The
Chancellor's office ignored each one precisely because community use would have violated the very reason for the
acquisition: to destroy rather than serve that community.
Professor Van der Ryn first got involved with lot 1875-2
after the University had bought the land and houses, but before
they were torn down. "I argued that if [Cheit] couldn't be
dissuaded from demolishing people's homes, why didn't he at
least make some of the land available to people on the street
to make a place of their own, and to take some of the pressure
off a crowded and tense Telegraph Avenue. (This was before
the '68 Telegraph riots.) Cheit just smiled cynically.
"They couldn't get money from the Regents for dormitories,"
says Van der Ryn, "because Berkeley had the lowest priority
of all nine campuses for new housing. So the Chancellor's
office finally got onto this recreational thing to justify their
demolition (what else could they use to justify open space?)—
and preferably the least intensive recreation possible, like
soccer; who the hell plays soccer on Telegraph Avenue on
$1.3 million worth of land?"
Regent Button, in his statement after the crisis, made the
same point: ". . . 1 believe the planting of the park by the
students was a constructive act—because they did it with their
own hands and at their own cost and their own initiative; and
that should be encouraged because the park, in this particular
older neighborhood several blocks from the campus, was a
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useful and enjoyable human development; the property
already belonged to the University, was not being used, and
there was no plan for its early use—at least not until after the
park had been built."
The decision concerning the People's Park was more a
result of Heyns and Cheit's theories of counterinsurgency
against student radicals than an objective need for playing
fields. And the impetus for it came from the enlightened hberals
of the University, not the reactionaries like Ronald Reagan. It
is worth noting that Reagan, while he certainly played a key
role in the military escalation in Berkeley, did not make the
original decision about lot 1875-2. He did not assume office
until January, 1967, and at the time of the vote on the land
a substantial majority of the Regents were still appointees
of Reagan's predecessor, liberal governor Pat Brown. Reagan
did not win over these liberal Regents. Rather, it was Heyns
and Cheit who had won over the hawks among the Regents. Instead of all-out war against the natives of Telegraph Avenue,
matters would be handled more subtly—through social engineering. Vice Chancellor Cheit, the man generally credited
with the concept, would get his chance to build a "strategic
hamlet" of clean-cut soccer players—a positive deterrent to
subversion—in the very heart of the enemy camp. And it
marks the continuing arrogance of this particular type of
establishment liberal that after all that had happened in
Berkeley over the past ten years, he still thought he could pull
it off unnoticed by those it affected. But instead of being a
strategic hamlet for the University, the lot was soon to become
a Rest and Recreation camp for the South Campus activists.

HOSE WHO WERE TO BUILD the park did not fit Vice
Chancellor Cheit's simplistic image of the hard-core
South Campus revolutionary. In fact, the rhetorical
gambit which would have the hard-line, disciplined
pohtical groups cleverly creating an issue through which they
could manipulate others, is quite the opposite of what actually
happened. Not one of the traditional political groups on campus—the Young Socialist Alliance, the Independent Socialist
Club, the Progressive Labor Party—supported the park while
it was being built. Only after the explosion of police violence
on Bloody Thursday did they belatedly and ineffectually add
their voices to the communal rage. Even local SDS (PLPcontrolled) opposed the park at first.
Most of the initial inspiration for the park came from people
who had become political through previous experiences with
the system. But they represent that nonsectarian breed that
has managed to get through Berkeley's ideological warfare
with a sense of humor and spontaneity in tactics. They are the
free spirits, the anarchists of temperament who are not only
incapable of conspiring or even really planning as a group, but
who also have a profound contempt for manipulation and a
distrust of those who practice it.
Are they "street people?" Not according to "Super Joel,"
age 20, who claims to have been arrested 64 times since
coming to Berkeley five years ago to participate in the FSM.
On the street since the age of 15, out of school and totally
immersed in the hip and psychedehc world, Joel estimates that
"there is a total of about 17 street people, and they all hang
out in front of Pepe's [a pizza parlor on Telegraph]." But
Ronald Reagan has managed to seize upon the phrase "the
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street people" to freeze up the popular mind so that any further
analysis of what really happened becomes impossible.
What is amazing is that a theory of a conspiracy by faceless
party-liners could ever have been concocted out of the collection of vivid individuals who built the park. Besides the
denizens of the Avenue like Super Joel, there was Frank Bardacke, an A-student throughout his undergraduate career,
which began at Harvard where his activities included playing
football and being thrown out for hooliganism. He later went
on to three years of graduate work in political science at
Berkeley before he was thrown out for helping to organize the
1967 Stop the Draft Week.Ihere was PaulGlusman, the product
of a left-liberal Los Angeles accountant's family, best known
for his sense of the absurd (he founded the Concerned Stalinists
for Peace on the campus); Big Bill Miller, who manages
the Steppenwolf Bar and was a yippie-type candidate for
Mayor of Berkeley; and John Algeo, the 19-year-old who
organized people every week to go out to Vallejo to get grass
sod. He is only a year younger than Wendy Schlessinger, who
graduated from college at 19 and taught in the Long Island
school system for six months before coming west with the
intention of going to graduate school.
With its passion to pick out and print dossiers on the
"leaders" of radical movements, the press generally singled
out Bardacke and Glusman as the prime movers of People's
Park, since they had been accused of "conspiracy" in previous
affairs by the Alameda County Grand Jury. They were
very important once the fence went up, but they are quick
to admit that, as Glusman piits it, "Mike Delacour stood
head and shoulders above everyone else in initiating the park.
He had the balls to act as if it actually could be pulled
off. He said, 'Let's build a park on Sunday,' and nobody
believed him. But on Saturday he had a truck full of grass sod
parked in front of the Med [the Mediterraneum Caffe] and
was scouring around Berkeley for the shovels."
ESPITE ALL THE ROMANTICISM about the Working class
prevalent among Berkeley politicos, the thirty-oneyear-old Delacour may be the only genuine worker
on the scene, although he hardly fits the stereotype
with his shoulder-length black hair and colorful dress. As a
kid, Mike was always in trouble with the local police and was
put on probation for wrecking a car in which the police found
a hundred cans of beer. He then "straightened out" by becoming a father and getting married. He got a job and finished
high school at night. Then, turning 18, he hooked on with
General Dynamics in San Diego as a mechanics helper. He
spent the next eight years and three days working on the Atlas
and Centura missiles, rising to the rank of Research and
Mechanical Technician, installing missile complexes at Vandenberg Air Force Base and in Topeka, Kansas. "1 was pulling
down SI 3,000 a year, but the life was an unbelievable drag."
Life with his wife and three kids centered around the tract
town of Santee, California, just east of San Diego. Delacour
recalls, "The desire to own land drives you crazy with all that
advertising. We raised 700 bucks and bought a $14,000 trad
home. It was the American dream, living together but not
knowing your neighbors. I only got to know a neighbor when
our wives had a fight going over some dumb thing. It was
worse than a ghetto—there was no community."
On the fourth day of his ninth year with General Dynamics,
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Delacour spHt. He went to Europe for a year and bummed
around on a Eurailpass. He heard about Berkeley and
came there from Europe. The burning issue when he arrived
was Viet-Nam, Radical protest emanated from a two-story
frame house, headquarters of the VDC on Fulton Street, about
three blocks from the site of the People's Park. Mike wandered
by the house one day, saw a pretty girl in the window—
and went in. He did a lot of what is often called "the shit
work," carrying around microphones and worrying about
mailing lists. He then moved into the less political "street
scene," opening the Red Square dress shop off Telegraph
Avenue, and hanging around the Mediterraneum. He worked
hard on the Peace and Freedom Party's registration drive. But
Delacour was disillusioned by the in-fighting which followed.
"We suddenly had gained some sort of power," he said, "but
then we started dividing the spoils—forming organizations
and bureaucracies—and everyone became ego-involved in
endless hassles."
With his yearning for community and his political and street
experience, Delacour was the logical person to initiate the
marriage which the park issue represented between the hippies
and the radicals, for he personally embodied the two strains
in almost equal proportion. The idea for the park grew out of
Delacour's plan to hold a rock concert on the vacant lot in
back of the Mediterraneum. "I contacted this band called the
Joy of Cooking to see if they'd play and they said 'Yeah.' So
we went up and looked at the lot. The property was a m e s s lots of broken glass, mud holes and abandoned cars. It was
too ugly, so we called off the concert. We needed a park there,
but it's hard to get people together. Finally I called a meeting
at Red Square that next Tuesday."
The meeting took place on April 13th and included a carpenter named Curtis, Wendy Schlessinger, Stew Albert (a
writer for the Berkeley Barb who has moved over the years
from Progressive Labor Party to the Yippies), Paul Glusman
and John Algeo. This group soon attracted Jon Read (a professional landscape architect who had been involved in the
VDC), Bardacke, Super Joel, Big Bill Miller, Art Goldberg
(the former FSM leader, not the RAMPARTS editor) and Mike
Lyon, a medical student.
The group collected money from some of the more hippie
merchants on the Avenue. It was Wendy who contacted them,
and she recalls that they were quite enthusiastic. That Saturday, Delacour rented a truck and bought S300 worth of sod
and plants.
The people who came to work were the type that resists
"leaders" and much credit is given to Delacour for having
developed a style of leadership that stressed example, rather
than exhortation. He simply worked the hardest at different
jobs. If the leadership had been more heavy-handed it would
undoubtedly have failed. As it was, it served to pull people
together and work became a joyous thing.
By nightfall a park had been created on the northeast corner
of the lot and people were gathered around a new fireplace
listening to the music of Joy of Cooking. Release came that
night with a new style of dancing which was later a source of
establishment criticism. As Wendy Schlessinger described it:
"People whirled around barefoot, folk dancing together in a
circle at a million miles an hour, going back to the jungle tribe.
None of the psychedelic crap."
The first day had gone smoothly, but then both the planters
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and the authorities began to consider the more radical implications. Delacour remembers, "The next day I was in the
Mediterraneum and Bardacke came along with this big stack
of books he'd just gotten from the University library. The
books told all about how the land on which Berkeley was built
had originally been ripped olT from the Costanoan Indians. He
brought out the whole user thing which the Indians had, how
the land belongs to those who use it. And in this case we were
the ones who were using it. He brought out the implications."
Bardacke's leaflet-manifesto, "Who Owns the Park?" was
printed against a background picture of Geronimo and became the classic defense of building the park. After tracing the
history of the land as it was taken from the Indians through
the immense land grab of the Mexican-Indian War and the
final seizure by the University's eminent domain, it concludes:
"We will take care of it and guard it, in the spirit of the Costanoan Indians. When the University comes with its land title we
will tell them: 'Your land title is covered with blood. We won't
touch it. Your people ripped off the land from the Indians a
long time ago. If you want it back now, you will have to fight
for it again.' " Reagan later denounced the park as a "phony
issue," an insidious and radical scheme to bring about confrontation. But as Frank Bardacke points out, "Radicals have
a thousand schemes, but the park took olT because it appealed
to something very important in a lot of people. It was real to
thousands of people—not just to radicals."
It was the incredible response of the community—from
faculty wives, graduate students, teachers, carpenters, longhaired postmen and street people—which gave the park its
significance. If the idea for the park had failed to elicit broad
support from the community, it would have been brushed
aside by the police at their convenience, but the almost instant
support made it quite another thing.
The park was allowed to develop for almost a month—from
the first People's Park Sunday. April 20th, until Bloody
Thursday, May 15th. In that short time it bloomed and
flourished. On weekends as many as 3000 people a day would
come to plant flowers, shrubs and trees. A vegetable garden
was created. Swings, slides and other play equipment—some
homemade—were installed.
The park people worked out their own "procedures," although they may not have been bureaucratically proper. On
one occasion, for instance, a group of people in the park
decided to dig a swimming pool and set to work. Another
group objected and for a time they worked right along , filling
back in the dirt that was being dug out. Finally a discussion
was held on the spot, ranging from affirmations of freedom of
the will to sober considerations of filtration and drainage.
Those assembled worked out a compromise position: a wading
pool would be built.
The park managed to involve a tremendous diversity of
straight, hippie and political elements, many of whom had
previously lived together in the neighborhood on indifferent
or even wary and hostile terms. Said Wendy Schlessinger,
"When I saw a girl in a bikini and haircurlers lying there on
the grass, sunning herself, I knew the park had maie it." It
caused many people to suddenly shift roles. Writer Sol Stern
at first followed events with the idea of doing a book but was
eventually drawn in to the point of being asked to join the
negotiating committee and was later arrested for failure to
disperse during one of the actions.

iHE PARK BUILDERS Were fully conscious of the prime
importance of student support and worked carefully
at including "straight" students in their community. In
Delacour's words: "Instead of it being the radicals
who are in control of the student movement, it's now everyone,
pom-pon girls, fraternity guys, dormies, Charlie Palmer
[student-body president], Oski Dolls. Art Goldberg [of the
FSM] argued against my having bought $300 worth of wine for
one of the parties, but I did it for the non-pot smokers, who
we wanted to include." One kilo was also purchased for the
occasion to balance things out. the press reported.
The University desperately tried to lure the good kids away
from the radical pied pipers who were leading them astray, but
after the fence went up, a group of 84 student leaders signed
a letter to the Daily Californian which called for "the spontaneous and continued development of that park area. . . . Control of the park should lie . . . primarily with those students
and members of the community by whom the park was initially developed and creatively designed and whom the land is
supposedly to benefit." It was signed by the students the U.C.
administration has usually called on for support against the
radicals: the editor of the yearbook, the president of the
Interfraternity Council, the president of the senior class, the
chairman of Big Game Week, and the heads of the Pom-Pon
Girls and the Oski Dolls. It so unnerved Heyns that he summoned the group to his office shortly after the newspaper
appeared. Despite a 45-minute lecture, the group held
firm. A few days later, the largest turnout in the history of
University elections voted overwhelmingly for the park. Of
the more than 15.000 who cast ballots, over 85 per cent voted
in favor of the park as it had been before the fence. Jim
Hawley (who organized the massive statewide student support
for the park which drew 10,000 to a rally near the state capitol
in Sacramento) observed that "most of these kids were the
straight-looking ones who are supposed to be in the silent
majority."
This pro-park sympathy among even the more serious
and sedate members of the academic community suggests the
difficulty which the administration has recently had in mustering support among any significant segment of the student
body. In 1964, for instance, during the height of the Free
Speech Movement, the student body president could be
counted on by the Chancellor to front as an example of the
"legitimate" student. But the pliable Charles Powell, class of
'65 (he later wrote an article showing how the FSM students
had forced him to "find Christ"), had given way to Charles
Palmer, class of '69. an outspoken advocate of the park; and
president-elect Dan Siegel is facing prosecution for "inciting"
the park "riot."
Palmer is something of a liberal, pushed rather unwillingly
into radicalism by the obstacles he has met in his diligent
attempts at reform. "My attitudes haven't changed very much
over time. They upped the ante, so we had to also." He was
president for a hellish year—in the fall, the Cleaver course
crisis, in the winter quarter, the Third World strike, and lately,
the People's Park issue. In each case, he involved himself as
an advocate trying to work with the students to achieve the
goals of the struggle, and never acquiescing to the many
tempting otters if he would "cooperate" with the administration. "Students are not stupid," he says. "They no longer
can be fooled."
Continued on page 52
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[A Night at Santa Rita]
' We have a bunch of young deputies back from Viet-Nam who tend to treat prisoners like Viet Co«g. "—ALAMEDA SHERIFF MADIGAN

T

HE NATIONAL GUARD HAD SIMPLY closed off a large area

of downtown Berkeley, arresting shoppers and protesters alike. I had a valid press pass, given to me
that day by the Berkeley police, but with my long hair
and all. Sergeant #1 would not let me leave the ring. Angry, I
sat down with those caught, chatting for hours, surrounded by
bayonets. A cop pulled me out and said I was arrested. I
showed him my press card. Terribly impressed, he used it to
get my name and address and sent me on to fingerprinting
and the sheriff's bus. Like the others, I expected to be bailed
out after a few hours booking at Santa Rita (the county prison
farm), and then be home for a late dinner. Like the others, I
was to be in a state of literal terror for the next 16 hours.
The one-inch slit in the window of the Alameda County
sheriff's bus didn't let us see much of Santa Rita Rehabilitation
Center, only a lot of wire and low white barracks—somebody
jokingly referred to it as a cross between a concentration camp
and a chicken farm. The bus stopped at the gates and two
guards with shotguns jumped on. "All right, you creeps, move
your asses out of here. The last guy out gets his head cracked
open." People who live in college towns spend their lives seeing
old gangster movies, and it was difficult at first to realize that
that corn and violence had suddenly become the real world. We
stumbled out of the bus and through a gauntlet of clubswinging deputy sheriffs. The guy in front faltered and they
hit him on the head—it does sound hke a "crack." He said
something like "take it easy," and they moved in on him. The
rest of us made it through the gate and were greeted by the
sight of 200 arrestees lying prone on a concrete yard—heads
turned sideways, hands straight back at their sides, legs pulled
close together. Two hundred bodies perfectly tense and quiet,
but the guards walking between the rows of bodies gave proof
of life as they whacked and poked the men with their clubs.
These guards were the same deputies who had done all the
shooting in Berkeley the week before—the "blue meanies" (in
America it's always comic book death: macabre, unreal and
later funny). It was getting dark and cold; the countryside was
moorish and vacant; we could hear no cars moving on Highway 50 below; and the place was flooded with guards—enough
to turn any organized resistance into a bloodbath.
The concrete was gravelly and it dug into your cheek. The
wind blew some of the smaller bits into your eyes, which had
to be open to catch sight of the guard about to whack your
limbs for having moved or shivered in the bitter cold. After
30 minutes you could turn your head to rest on the other
cheek. We lay there from 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. The fellow
who was beaten as we came off the bus was forced to take a
different position—resting on his knees, arms hanging at his
sides while three guards systematically beat him for several
minutes—one guard for the stomach, one for the back, and
one who speciaUzed on the head. (When he got out later a
doctor reported that he pissed blood and that his body was
a mass of bruises.) The rest of us just lay there—no one
said anything, no one protested. Perhaps some tried to, but the
minute their hands moved they became the center of other
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guards' attention. "If you don't like it, do something and we'll
bust you on a felony for assaulting an officer—you'll never get
out." That's the threat that finally keeps you in hne.
While my body had suddenly become very important because it was vulnerable to pain, my mind floated elsewhere,
giddy and irrelevant. All this time I thought of James Reston
and Max Lerner and the other good, rational men. I began to
compose an open letter to Reston. "Dear Scotty," it went,
"This letter concerns your column holding the New Left
responsible for the increase of violence in American society.
You condemned the New Left for its distrust of the legal system.
Remember? It's the column that had the cute line about the
New Left kids being neo-Nazi crybabies who won't pay their
dues. Well, before I get into those arguments, Scotty, why
don't you try paying some dues? 'Lie down on this concrete
floor, motherfucker, hands back, legs together,' as the guards
here say. 'Come on, creep faggot, get your ass down there,
cheek to the stone, keep your hands out—what are you
doing, masturbating? Move your head and I crack it open . . .
at Santa Rita we shoot to kill.' Sorry, Scotty, have to run
now. There's this guard talking to me."
I HE GUARD IS, LIKE MOST ALL the Other guards, a stocky,
nasty redneck (except that he's enamel white—not
enough sun in Northern Cahfornia). Like most of the
:younger ones, he was let out of the Marines six months
early to enter this profession. He seems to have only two comments to make about life. One is, "We shoot to kill in Santa
Rita," and the other is, "Creep, I split heads." He has been
commenting on Hfe for two hours, and now his club is two
inches from my nose. Do I want to go wee-wee? It's a good
thing, a favor, a release. My head won't be cracked, nor will
I be shot—on the contrary, five of us are getting to go to the
bathroom. One cannot simply walk in and piss in the latrine,
for there seems to be an elaborate and well-established ritual
which the fat, middle-aged latrine guard is bent on following. It
requires that one first sit in hne, three feet from the latrine, and
observe a good two minutes of silent reflection. Then the fat
guard has us all jump to and line up on three sides of the small
box to piss on signal and, unavoidably, on each other.
At 8:34 p.m. we are given a minute's exercise running in
place. Soon we are allowed to sit, hands clasped, no t a l k i n g nirvana. At 10 p.m. they run us, shivering, into a b a r r a c k s eight to a double bunk—and it is rumored that a doctor has
blocked the guards' fervent and often expressed wish that we
freeze to death out in the compound.
During all this, they are calUng out names for booking.
Booking is blessed, because until one is booked he cannot be
bailed. I am not booked until early the next morning. We
are kept in the barracks from 10 p.m. to 4:30 a.m. Three
lawyers arrive and there are wild cheers from inmates. The
guards snarl but hold their clubs. Kids are afraid to talk
too freely to the lawyers with the guards watching.
One lawyer talks too much to an inmate and is himself
made an inmate (charged with interfering . . . etc.). The other
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lawyers leave and the guards snap back to vicioiisness, making
up for the 20 minutes they've lost. The guards don't want to see
any closed eyes—no sleeping. If eyes close, you get a rap on
your bunk or self. "Yes, sir," you say. If not, then outside to be
beaten and lie face down in the cold. The ACLU green card had
said, "You have the right to call counsel." Later another kid
asks whether we will get to call a lawyer. "You say something,
creep? Come here, creep." He too is hauled out and hit. Fuck
the ACLU green card. Survive. You forget your rights and
concentrate on the main problem, keeping your eyes open—
10 p.m. to 4:30 a.m.—and pray for booking. Most are already
called and we get desperate as our numbers decline. Finally
our turn comes—five names called—up against the f e n c e nasty redheaded pig makes us trot, whacking the last guy.
The booking hut is all efficiency—lots of deputy sheriffs, five
typewriters going, fingerprinting and searching. You start by
sitting on the floor, once again hands clasped in front, eyes
riveted ahead "or we'll rip them out and paste them up
there," Scrape along on ass. still sitting, from stop to stop
—first stop is for searching again, "Stand up, hands against
wall, feet back. No, creep. Like this." One's head is then
thumped hard against the wall, legs kicked back, pig hand
searching entire body. The mind is by now too tired for
outrage. Back down on the floor, we scrape along on our
bottoms to the next station, then up again, heels together
at attention, answering questions for the deputy who is
typing: "Marital state?" "Married, sir." "Legally?" "Yes,
sir." "Bullshit, don't lie to me or you're dead. Children?"
"One, sir." "Legitimate?" "Yes, sir." "Yeah. Ever work?"
"Yes, sir." "You got a job, hippie?" "Yes, sir. Editor, sir."
"Where?" "Ramparts magazine, sir."
All activity in the booking hut stops suddenly as the assembled deputies are duly informed that the editor of Ramparts
magazine is indeed in their company. They all seem reasonably
impressed and one jabs me quite hard in the back with his
club. A deputy hustles me over to the sanctuary of his ink
pad. It is important that my fingerprints "get to Washington
quickly," he tells another pig. Then it's back on the floor,
eyes straight ahead, to be given a bologna sandwich and
a small container of milk—the first food or drink we've
had in 15 hours. Because I am the editor of Ramparts I get
to "clean every fuckin' piece of paper off the floor of the
hut" before eating my bologna sandwich.

W

ITH BOOKING FINISHED, W E ' R E OFF tO COmpOUnd C

and sleep, only to be awakened 45 minutes later.
It's breakfast time: Une up at bunks, eyes ahead,
"move your asses, creeps, run to the mess hall or
heads get spUt." It's Wheat Chex and watery milk and keep
elbows ofi" the table for any elbows on the table get cracked.
"Hey, you fuckin' hippie queer, don't you understand
English, get up against the wall." Whack—the poor bastard
didn't get to eat his Wheat Chex.
We then stand up and one of the medical volunteers from
the Free Church, dressed in a white smock with a huge red
cross on his chest, is thought by one of the guards to have
smiled, ever so slightly. "Did you smile?" "No, sir." "Aren't
you happy here?" The kid has by now had it—17 hours is too
much. He refuses to answer and is thrown against the wall
and beaten. The rest of us are by now on our knees, eyes
ahead, crawling to the door. "Crawl motherfucker, crawl

creep. Keep that ugly fuckin' head of yours absolutely
straight or it's split open," After breakfast we get to crawl
through the mess hall door and then double-time back to
compound C,
It's already daylight and AM radio is piped through the intercom, with the morning DJ bullshit and news particularly obscene in our situation: ", . . an orderly, peaceful arrest of 480
went off without a hitch with those arrested now in Santa Rita.
The bail has been set at $800 and the police are to be congratulated on their efficiency and the lack of unpleasant incidents
in the arrest. Chancellor Heyns was pleased that violence had
been avoided. . . ." The medical kid is back in our compound.
Soon the guards find another excuse to haul him outside and
resume the beating.
There is one very scared kid in our compound who actually was shopping in one of the downtown stores when
the roundup began and didn't even know about the demonstration. He is the only one who cracks, silently hysterical and
shaking whenever a guard comes near. I now tell him bail
should come any minute. It doesn't for three more hours,
Never allowed our phone call, we've worked out a system of
getting word out by compiling a list of names and phone
numbers on the outside. Whoever's bailed out should take the
list, but the first guy is too scared of the guards' threats and
eager to get out. He forgets the list, but the next kid insists on
being able to take it and gets off with it.
I hear my name and am in a group of ten trotting through
fences, with a Central European guard (I swear)—metal frame
glasses and accent—barking at us that if he had his way he
wouldn't let us go. When we come back after conviction
we'll really get it. Then stop, hold attention for five minutes,
then run. We see normal prisoners for the first time and they
are bewildered by the charade. As we trot around, the
guards shout, "Who do you love?" No answer. "Say the blue
meanies!" No answer. "Halt. Let's get it straight creeps. If
you want to get out, you'll answer. We can keep you here all
week." Trot again. "Who do you love?" A couple reply, "The
blue meanies." Most of us finally manage to draw the line
and chant, "Ftick the blue meanies." The guards are pissed
but realize that it's too close to the end to push it.

S

UDDENLY I ' M IN A CAR BACK TO BERKELEY a n d f o r a b O U t

three hours I frantically try to raise bail money for
others and tell people what has happened. Then the
entire experience fades out. To begin with, nobody
really believes you. Even hard-bitten Berkeley radicals still
hold some illusions about American life, about legal limits
and public opinion. I began to consider the possibility that
this was all some paranoid fantasy. The terror had worked
back there because we were cut off and they had total power
to define reality. Once we were outside the guards no longer
existed; they were nowhere to be seen in that Chinese restaurant or coffee shop where I was boring people with yesterday's
war story.
Perhaps I wouldn't have written up the "incident," but it
turned out that Tim Findlay, a reporter for the San Francisco
Chronicle, had also been arrested and his eyewitness report,
printed in that paper the next day, made it somehow all right
to remember.
It had been real—it was in the papers.
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Palmer's successor, Dan Siegel, is a second-year law student
who has been active for several years in draft opposition and
counseling and in assisting the Delano grape pickers' strike. Although more radical than Palmer, Siegel is no more closely
associated with radical campus groups.
The Palmers and Siegels are representative of the .shifts in
student orientation that make the University see the Berkeley
street culture as such a threat and the park issue as so important. To the University, the non-student "street-people"
represent a dangerous alternative to which the students gravitate, drawn out of their carefully constrLicted academic orbit.
But despite the University's attempts to make the nonstudent into an alien, threatening element, the sense of division
has really disappeared. That is why the park was able to
involve the broad range of student support that it had. The
University feared the park not because it was monopolized
by hard-core radical street people, but precisely because it
brought together all kinds of people—related and united
them. And the University was appalled by the non-students
not because, as it is fond of charging, "all they want to do is
to destroy." Such nihilism is hardly magnetic. The fear is that
they will create, will establish a life-style that is more satisfying
than the work-a-day straight life. The fear is that their lifestyle will succeed. That also was the threat of the park. It
was there. It was real. Utopian aspirations can be wistfully
dismissed, but the park was not pie-in-the-sky.
It was the very factors which made the park work for the
people who used it (its lack of bureaucracy, non-alienated
labor, and freedom to challenge the social and political taboos
of the society free of harassment) that were the most threatening to the authorities. Power over the park—this, above all
else, the Chancellor would not grant. Heyns later claimed to
have been open to the "possible uses of the area by the
community," but that the problem of legal liability and the
intransigence of the park people was insurmountable. An
ample number of witnesses to those conferences have indicated, however, that the park people would accept any structure convenient to the University for handling its liability—
as long as the community retained control. Heyns in effect
admitted this when he said, "I established the broad conditions
that would have to prevail . . . the area would have to remain
under the control of the University . . . and it must not be
used as a public meeting area. . . . They refused to accept the
basic premise that the design and use of the area was finally
the responsibility of the University, no matter how flexible
the design or liberal the use."
The issue to the park people was control over a portion of
their environment, and Heyns offered them instead an extension course in Spontaneous Park Play 1. When they rejected
that, Heyns concluded: "I had no feasible alternative except
to fence the area."

L

IKE OTHER UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATORS, R o g C r H e y n S is

fond of observing that student activists are not willing
to be held accountable for their actions. He reminds
^ them that freedom entails responsibility. Men of
power have a great deal more freedom of action than do students and should have commensurately more responsibility.
Yet from the moment that Heyns decided to erect the fence
(and there has never been any doubt that it was his decision,
since there were no orders from the Regents or the Governor,
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and several other options existed), he proceeded to act as if
he had no relation to the disaster he brought on.
The Chancellor was aware that the erection of the fence
would provoke a strong reaction from the South Campus
community. "Did we take into account that there was a risk
of confrontation?" he later wrote in an official report. "Of
course we did. We had been told there would be one." Because
of that expectation he requested the massive police presence in
Berkeley that morning. As Berkeley City Manager Hanley
later stated in his official chronicle of events, "The University
had made arrangements through the Sheriff of Alameda
County for the law enforcement help it believed would be
necessary to protect the construction crews." Then, after setting up the machinery of confrontation, Heyns left town.
On the day the fence went up and 110 people were shot, the
Chancellor was 2442 miles away in Washington, D.C. attending a meeting of the National Science Foundation. He was
to tell a reporter that he went to the meeting because of his
"long-standing interest in science," but he did not say just why
he had picked that particular day to put up the fence. Vice
Chancellor Cheit, the only other person with any authority
over the park issue, had himself taken off to a meeting of the
Regents in Los Angeles. In the absence of Heyns and Cheit,
Vice Chancellor Johnson was left in charge of the University,
and he was to tell a student who called during the day of crisis
that "I did not know that the fence would be going up last
night. I was told not to expect any problems." The only person
in a position of authority at the University who was on top of
events was the head of the Campus Police Force, Captain Beall.
A cop had been left to represent the University—the same cop
who, as former chief of the Berkeley city police, had made his
reputation by defining the South Cainpus community as the
enemy camp. Heyns had started a war, and as is the custom,
he would claim that he was helpless in the hands of his generals.
He later disowned responsibility for the violence, telling the
academic Senate, "As you know, I have no authority over law
enforcement.. . . "
But the general whom Heyns left in command was not
Captain Beall, nor the smooth Berkeley Police Chief Baker,
both of whom understand that at least some of the people
connected with the University are legitimate citizens. It was
rather Sherilf Frank Madigan who was to be the supreme
commander of all military forces in Berkeley, including the
National Guard. The Chancellor attempted to beg off responsibility for this on the grounds that it was Reagan's state of
emergency proclamation that specified that the Sheriff would
be in charge. But on May 24, after the Berkeley City Council
had demanded that the proclamation be suspended, Reagan
responded by saying that it was the University which had
asked for the state of emergency back in February during the
Third World student strike on campus and "the Administration has not since then at any time requested it be dropped."
There was no response from the University either asking that
it be lifted or denying the accuracy of Reagan's statement.
Undoubtedly Heyns had great reservations about the style
of the men who became his bedfellows in the issue of People's
Park. The Chancellor is a connoisseur of the soft sell, an expert
in pseudo-management. His public relations people point
out that "his work as a scholar has concentrated on decisionmaking in small groups, social conformity, non-conformity
and measurement of social motives." Frank Madigan's official
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biographer reports that he is esteemed for "his intimate knowledge of subversives, communists, gangsters, with facts about
them at his fingertips." Madigan has been with the County
Sheriff's Department since 1932; he is an alumnus of the elite
FBI National Academy and a recipient of the California
American Legion award for "untiring zeal" in narcotics law
enforcement. Meanwhile Heyns sits on national educational
councils and writes books like The Psychology of Personal
Adjustment and An Anatomy for Conformity.
But, matters of style aside, the assumptions of the two about
what is socially important and about the nature of the enemy
are remarkably similar. To Madigan, the whole crisis had been
generated by "anarchists and revolutionaries" who will "continue until they take this form of government down, starting
with the educational system and then with law enforcement."
To Heyns, it was "the intransigent determination of radicals
to make extreme demands and to provoke confrontation." To
both, the protection of the idea of property (in this case institutional rather than private) as sacred had to be defended at
all costs lest the example of its violation be followed elsewhere.
Heyns' first point of reference was always as property manager—not as educator, cultural innovator, or even social
analyst. In a statement to the Academic Senate which seemed
to parrot the line of campus Marxists, he said: "While the
analogy is not perfect, it may make the point: a conservative
landlord was confronted with an unauthorized tenant whose
original announced intention was to create a 'cultural, political,
freakout, and rap center of the western world,' and I was
the business manager."
It is not surprising that those who attacked the landlord's
property became the "Viet Cong"—an enemy who by definition could not be seriously committed to decent and positive
ideals, because anyone who makes trouble for landlords could
not care about people. The analogy with Viet-Nam seemed
increasingly relevant as the U.S. Army occupied Berkeley over
the objections of its citizens and, finally, its City Council.
Heyns sounded like a Secretary of State when, in apologizing
for possible excesses of the troops, he insisted that enemy
aggression had to be contained: "The original appropriation
of University property by people with no claim to it was an
unjustified aggression and, obviously, it was an unjustified
use of force for hundreds of people to attempt to re-take the
land last Thursday. These acts did not minimize violence—
they provoked it." Like Dean Rusk, he ignored the initial
aggression: the attempt to shape the history of a people and
culture which wanted none of it.
The Chancellor had built his strategic hamlet in the South
Campus to split the good natives from the bad, but it hadn't
worked and the bad guys had more influence among the
neighbors than before. As a result he was "forced" into "measured responses"—step-by-step escalation: the soft sell was
replaced by the hard line. The soccer field and the fence were
replaced by shotgun killen^and a helicopter selectively bombing the campus with tear gas. The concept of strategic hamlets
had failed; they were replaced by hardened generals and overkilhng B-52's. It begins with the stated goal of rooting out the
handful of agitators and ends in treating the whole population
as the enemy. In both cases much is made of the presumed
"insincerity" of the revolutionary, but what is ignored is the
fact that the revolutionary succeeds only when he has managed
to strike a responsive chord in the people.

Those who built the People's Park touched one of the deep
needs of people who feel their lives have been trivialized by a
consumer society, who feel powerless against big institutions
and their planning, and who find the dominant culture dull,
lonely and oppressive. This is what made the park important
and legitimate.
The University could not fulfill these needs—even if it had
wanted to—without fundamentally challenging its own assumptions and structure as well as those of the larger society.
Being committed to the preservation of the dominant institutions and power arrangement at all costs, the University was
forced to treat any who threatened those relationships as an
implacable enemy to be removed at any price. If the enemy
resisted, then it was necessary to fight a war of example lest
others be encouraged to repeat the resistance. This all-out
war can only be justified by placing the enemy in a sub-human,
scapegoat category: "street people, Viet Cong, Nigger."
The policy begins with "reasonable" men, as it did in
Viet-Nam and in Berkeley, but it must always end with the
hawks. If one assumes that the values of the powerful are
sacred and that those who fundamentally challenge them are
devils, then a holy crusade is ultimately in order. When the
more benign tactics fail, the conditions have been created for
the more extreme. Thus, however much they demur later
on, the Heynses unleash the Reagans.
Heyns undoubtedly believed that Madigan and Reagan had
overreacted, but he had to support publicly the "necessity" of
their actions. When President Hitch entered some mild disclaimers, Reagan thundered that Hitch was trying to "weasel
his way to the other side" of the battle. Hitch backed off.
When Berkeley Mayor Wallace Johnson suggested vaguely
that Madigan had acted "clumsily," the sheriff shot back, "I
suggest the mayor take his umbrella to the Berkeley Munich,
wherever that might be." Johnson backed off too. In the
appeaser syndrome, the hawks are always on top.
At the Regents' meeting of June 20, Reagan pushed through
a proposal to build student housing on the park site. The
Regents rejected a compromise proposal of University president Hitch who now vainly tried to get the Regents to lease
the land to the city for seven years, with a portion set aside
for a user developed park. Reagan denounced this, saying it
would "appear as nothing but a cop-out on this issue. We
bought this land for $1.3 milhon for a specific use," a fact
which Chancellor Heyns could hardly deny, since it was his
original proposal now come home to haunt him. Heyns argued
lamely that the situation had changed, and the People's Park
idea now "drew support from the entire University community
and the people of Berkeley. . . . This is now a popular issue. It
is not an issue to fight on." It all sounded a bit like Dean
Rusk concluding that the war in Viet-Nam had been a tactical
mistake—the wrong war at the wrong time. But Reagan was
pleased with the development of the war, and now he was
in charge.
Regent Fred Dutton best summarized the whole People's
Park affair when he said after the Board of Regents' vote:
"This Board offered repression and no solutions. The center
keeps shrinking, and we are the provocateurs."
Reporters on this article: Nancy Bardacke, Rick Brown and
An Goldberg.
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RAMPAGE
THE FOLLOWING REPORT summarizes an investigation prompted
by the obvious failure of the Alameda County Sheriff's Department, the Alameda County Grand Jury, the District
Attorney and the F.B.I, to seriously inquire into the indis:
criminate shooting and killing by members of law enforcement
agencies during the recent occupation of Berkeley—an inquiry
that would lead to the prosecution of those officers involved.

[THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1969,
12:30 P.M.]

T

HE MARCH TO "repossess" the People's Park had just ended, and
Telegraph Avenue was jammed
with marchers and onlookers. On the
east side of the intersection of Telegraph
and Haste Street (see Map, Figure I)
were barricades and a wall of Berkeley
police, augmented by California highway
patrolmen. The police were decked out
in riot gear—they were there to bar access to the People's Park.
Some verbal taunts flew, then some
debris was tossed at the police. Someone
uncapped the ancient fire hydrant on the
northwest corner of the intersection and
the stream of water was deflected to
drench several highway patrolmen.
At this crucial moment a squad of 15

[A DESCRIPTION OF THE
'BLUE MEANIES']
Many in the crowd were familiar with those uniforms and with
the burly sergeant. They were Alameda County sheriff's deputies.
They had been called in during the
February campus "emergency"
declared by Governor Reagan
over the Third World Liberation
Front controversy, and the students had dubbed them "The Blue
Meanies" after the repressive
forces in the Beatles' film. The
Yellow Submarine.
Normally, the deputies are limited to duties such as acting as
"work gang bosses" and court
bailiffs, transporting prisoners and
policing rural areas of the county
and smaller cities which do not
have their own police forces. Even
among the police, they are considered rather crude and declasse
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UNDER THE DIRECTION of Dugald Stermer, with Robert
Scheer, former F.B.I, agent Bill Turner (who drafted the final
report), Harvey Cohen and private investigator Harold Lipset,
RAN4PARTS compiled this detailed chronology of a bloody
rampage through the streets of Berkeley, on Thursday, May
15, by a 15-man squad of "peace officers," including the tragic
facts surrounding the killing of James Rector.—THE EDITORS

men in blue jump suits and deep blue
riot helmets, with service revolvers on
their hips, batons in their hands, and gas
mask tote bags slung over their shoulders, moved in. Their leader, wearing
sergeant's stripes, recapped the hydrant.
A segment of the crowd fell back to the
west on Haste, and a few missiles were
flung. The blue-clad squad hesitated,
then pulled back. In about 15 minutes
they reappeared, armed with 12-gauge
magnum shotguns.
Officially, the Sheriff's Department
does not have a Tactical Squad, but the
paramilitary manner in which the 15man squad went into action that day
made it one, de facto. After the initial
confrontation with the marchers over the
hydrant incident, the deputies had rendez-voused with an unmarked white patrol car which was serving as a mobile

—unprofessional in the sense that
they are versed only in the physical and martial arts. As one progressive police chief delicately
phrased it, "They aren't exactly
sensitive to urban problems."
Under a mutual assistance pact,
a law enforcement agency in the
Bay Area can request assistance
from other agencies. On May 15,
delegations from the California
Highway Patrol, the Oakland Police and the San Francisco Police,
which dispatched its crack Tactical
Squad, were on hand. The sheriff's
department would have entered
Berkeley without invitation, however, in compliance with standing
instructions from Governor Reagan issued during last February's
"emergency." On May 15, Alameda County Sheriff Madigan was
in line with these instructions, the
supreme commander of all law
enforcement present.

arsenal. On the instructions of Chief
Deputy Sheriff Thomas Houchins, in
plainclothes, they had obtained the shotguns. Subsequently, Sheriff Madigan
would state that only birdshot, which is
not considered to have a human kill potential, was issued. When it became irrefutably clear that some size "00" buckshot, a much heavier and more lethal
load, had been issued, the Sheriff revised
his story to say that the supply of birdshot had run out and some buckshot had
indeed been given out. The fact is that
birdshot and buckshot had been issued
simultaneously.
In charge of the 15-man sheriff's
squad was Sergeant Louis Santucci,
badge 13, of Pleasanton. In the following
photographic sequence of the squad's
sweep through the Telegraph Avenue
area, Santucci is identifiable by his sleeve
stripes, the radio pack slung on his back,
the coiled mike cable draped over his
left shoulder and the mike head hanging
loosely over his left breast, as well as his
bulky physique and protruding stomach.
The sergeant's regular assignment is as a
gang boss at the sheriff's Santa Rita
detention center, which means herding
and guarding prisoners on work gangs.
(Some others in the squad also are gang
bosses at Santa Rita.)
The witnesses who furnished this account of the deputies' rampage through
Berkeley were not, understandably,
glancing at their watches. Therefore the
times are approximate, but the sequence
of events is definite.
[SAME DAY, 1:00 P.M.]
As the daputies, now armed with shotguns and with gas masks on, started
their sweep west on Haste, RAMPARTS
photographer and Cal student Elihu
Blotnick stood facing them in the street.
He took a photograph (Figure 2) showing a Berkeley officer hurling a tear gas
cannister while, on the extreme left. Sergeant Santucci fires his shotgun into a
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